
Seating will incorporate 
inspirational wording. 
Potential to include 
'rainbow benches' 

Midland Hawthorn in spring 
and Silver Birch bark: 
examples of planting for 
seasonal colour and effect 

Outer meadow symbolising 
return to nature during the 
major Covid pandemic 

Potential for future educational Area of lawn kept open 
facility on outer grassland: for formal gatherings at 
informal log seating for memorial events 
pupils and teacher 

Inner lawn upgraded by minor 
treatment and improved grounds 
maintenance regime 

Outer lawn upgraded 
by improved grounds 
maintenance regime 

Outer trees to be 
ultimately larger in 
size than inner trees 

Extra heavy standard 
trees referencing 
Covid elements 
and providing 
seasonal 
interest 
Seating with 
inspirational 
wording 

Low shrubs 
& perennials 
between seats 

Amelanchiers set 
within meadow area 
to provide attractive 
spring colour 

Existing path to 
be repaired and 
upgraded 

Outer wild flora meadow 
area surrounding the garden 
and presenting a changing floral 
display from spring to autumn 

Main entrance to the garden: bitmac 
path with symbolic 2m 'Tegula' interval 
markers, leading to circular granite slab 
announcing the site and informational 
lectern with QR code offering further info 

RESPECT 

Leigh's Covid
Memorial Garden
 at Lilford Park

'Tegula' paving on ceremonial 
approach to a stone memorial 
with totem type sentries 

Amelanchier displaying 
stunning autumn colour and 
a profusion of spring flora 

Decorative ground 
cover planting under 
the existing Indian 
Bean tree 

Existing large 
mature tree 

Potential for 
future planting 
of light blue 
and white 
spring crocus 

2 floral 'rainbow' 
beds (annual 
summer bedding) Rainbow theme utilised 

Grate-type fence for within the garden 
attaching lasting 
memory locks 

Sandstone boulders 
for present and future 
artistic carved wording 
and symbolism at the 
two access points 

Extra heavy standard 
trees to frame the Facility for visitors to leave 
main entrance messages and memories: 

also symbolising 'lock down'Numerous links to the 
garden through park 
and woodland paths 

A garden for quiet reflection sited away 
from the general busy activity of the park 

Potential for winter floral 
display with NHS colours 
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